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The Established Church of the eighteenth century has received a bad reputation for an 
excessive somnolence and corruption, and its unspiritual condition could be reflected in the 
miserable decay into which many cathedrals and parish churches were reported to have 
fallen. Bishop Fleetwood had declared that: 'Unless the good public spirit of repairing 
churches should prevail a good deal more than it does at present an hundred years will bring 
to the ground a huge number of our churches'. Archbishop Secker enumerated: 

'Some of the annoyances which must gradually bring our churches to decay ... water 
is undermining and rotting the foundations; earth is heaped up against the outside 
walls; weeds and shrubs are growing in the very walls; !he floors are meanly paved; 
the inside walls are dirty and patched, the windows are ill glazed and in part stopped 
with rags and straw ... very many of the churches are damp, offensive and 
unwholesome'. 1 

It may, however, be questioned to what extent these criticisms are exaggerated, being 
mostly generalisations. 

The Toleration Act had acknowledged the failure of an effective uniformity in Church 
and State and the almost total eclipse of the once powerful archdeacons' courts. 2 Any 
effective execution of surviving jurisdiction depended upon the personal interest and ability 
of archdeacons themselves .. 

The Leicester archdeaconry archives are perhaps unique in containing records of the 
personal visitations of three archdeacons. 3 John Stockdale, the deputy registrar,4 made 
notes in his reference books from orders first given by James Bickham in the years 1773 
to 1779; then by his successor, Andrew Burnaby, from 1793 to 1797; 5 whilst Thomas Kaye 
Bonney left his original notes for the period 1830 to 1842. 6 This study is concerned with 
the first of these sources. 

In its number of parishes, the ancient Leicester archdeaconry ranked as third largest of 
the six archdeaconries in the vast Lincoln diocese. With few unimportant exceptions, its 
territorial boundaries of the archdeaconry coincided with those of the county and comprised 
over two hundred and forty churches and chapels, 7 excluding those of recognised peculiars 
and donatives. 8 Whether large or small in number, all parishioners were responsible for 
the care and maintenance of the nave, tower and spire. In several parishes, such as those 
in Leicester and Breedon· on the Hill, they were also responsible, by ancient custom, for 
the fabric of the chancel) which properly had been the concern of the rectors or 
impropriators of the greater tithes alone. 9 Parishioners were also to provide those 
furnishings required hy the canons of 1604. 

James Bickham was the fifteenth archdeacon of Leicester. Born at Evercreech in 
Somerset on 19th March, 1719 he entered as a sizar to Emmanuel College, Cambridge on 
30th March, 1737, graduating in 1740. Becoming M.A. in 1744 he had proceeded to his 
B.D. and D.D. in 1751 and 1774. His academic prowess had secured him, in 1743, a 
Fellowship in his college. Richard Reynolds, Bishop of Lincoln, had admitted him to the 
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diaconate on 23rd September, 1744 and Thomas Gooch, Bishop of Norwich to the priest
hood at the following Trinity. 10 In 1761 his college had presented him to the important 
rectory of Loughborough, whose benefice income had been trebled by the enclosure 
awards. But Bickham possessed more than scholarship. Nichols, the Leicestershire 
historian, wrote that, 'He was a respectable man, and an excellent preacher, having a voice 
to fill the lofty aisle of the church'. 11 John Green, his diocesan, holding him in high esteem 
had collated him to the archdeaconry on 17th December 1772, an office which he retained 
until his death on 3rd December, 1785. 12 

Bickham had written his orders on loose leaves on the actual day of visitation. These 
Stockdale had obviously copied into his book; each parish having a separate page and being 
entered in alphabetical order within its respective deanery. Stockdale had later added to it 
information derived from the returned answers to the visitation articles. Many of the items 
being of a general nature provide no detailed information, such as that Norton church was 
furnished most elegantly, 13 or if a parsonage house was in a good, bad or indifferent state 
of repair. His omissions were indicative of the more satisfacrory state of a fabric and its 
furnishings. Thus> the parish church of Castle Donington> which he visited on 
6th September, 1775, was in a generally sound condition: 

'Hole in Church Porch to be stopped. New Communion Table to be provided. 
Inventory of the Communion Plate with Inscriptions and Weights to be delivered into 
the Court. A new Common Prayer Book for the Minister and a black hood to be 
provided. A table of the prohibited degrees of marriage to be hung up. A Banns book 
to be provided. 
Vicars' house in pretty good repair'. 

A lengthy memorandum obviously indicated an unsatisfactory condition as in the case of 
Asfordby: 

'Walls of church and churchyard to be pointed & foundations repaired all nettles and 
weeds growing to be taken away, filth and dirt near school or wesl door to be 
removed, and the school as soon as a convenient place can be found to be kept 
elsewhere. The door out of the barn on the east side of the churchyard to be stopped 
up or security taken from the owner or Tenant that the same (if being sufferance) shall 
be walled up whenever the same shall be required by the minister or parish officers, 
or the door shall be found to be a nuisance. The roof and leads of the Church to be 
repaired. The bell frames also to be made good or else repaired with new ones. The 
inside of the church to have a thorough repair. The floor to be new laid or made even, 
the walls to be scraped and new drawn and whitewashed. The doors and windows to 
be mended. The pulpit and pews to be repaired or replaced with new ones. The font 
to be painted a stone colour. A Basin for Baptisms to be provided. Also new coverings 
for the communion table, for the pulpit and for the reading desk, and a hood for the 
minister; also some new basses for the congregation & for the communicants to kneel 
on. The seats in the chancel also to be repaired. Let all the Di.rt and Rubbish be 
removed and let a long brush be provided to sweep clean the walls. Let an account 
of the Communion plate specifying the weight, the donor's name and the inscription 
of each piece, be taken and transmitted to the Archdeacon's Court. Let a list be made 
of all public charities or donations given to the Parish and let the same be hung up 
in some convenient part of the Church. Let the belief, the Lord's prayer and ten 
commandments, with chosen Sentences from Scripture be written or painted upon 
the walls for the edification of the congregation, and let a table of degrees prohibited 
be set up publicly in the Church. 
N.B. The Parsonage House being old, it is going immediately to be pulled down and 
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rebuilt, though not greatly out of repair'. 14 

On 27th May, 1773 Bickham began his visitation, inspecting the churches of Swinford 
and North Kilworth. Next year he visited in June and August and from 1775 to 1778 in 
the additional months of May and September, though in 1776 he made an inspection of 
Hoton as late as 23rd October. His last recorded visitation was Wigston Parva chapel on 
28th June, 1779. During this period he had inspected every church and chapel within his 
jurisdiction, except for two. On 22nd June, 1779 he had ridden out to Thurlaston but stated 
that: 'I found the Church in such disorder from pulling down part and rebuilding it that 
I could not visit it by inspecting particular Articles. I intend to visit it again with Potter's 
Marston in its neighbourhood. The parsonage house is good, built by the present rector' . 15 

For some reason he never completed these inspections. 
Bickham's activities, on any one day were limited by several factors; the state of the 

weather, which, if bad, made it unwise for an elderly man to ride on horseback along roads 
that often were merely tracks; the proximity of the edifices, their size and condition, and 
his apparent reluctance to be absent long from his own parish. On average he inspected two 
churches or chapels on any one day. On 30th August, 1775 he was able to visit the four 
churches of Christianity as they were closely situated. The sound state and proximity of the 
small chapels of Carlton Curlieu, Shenton and Sutton Cheney enabled him to complete their 
visitation on 21st May, 1778. 16 

Not content to inspect those fabrics which were unquestionably within his jurisdiction, 
Bickham visited a number of donatives, or peculiars, which could have claimed exemption 
from archidiaconal and episcopal jurisdiction; Blaston, Dadlington, Fleckney, Hoton, 
Kirby Bellars, Prestwold, South Croxton and Great Bowden, the last a peculiar of the Dean 
and Chapter of Oxford. 17 That their impropriators readily submitted to his visitation and 
compiled with his instructions was sufficient witness to the high esteem in which his 
authority and person were held, as some impropriators being members of the peerage could 
have challenged his invasion of their privileges as ordinaries. 

The first canonical essential for burial places was their preservation as consecrated 
grounds, the exclusion of beasts, prevention of encroachments, the stopping up of pathways 
and exits that could constitute public thoroughfares, and the removal of unseemly objects 
and rubbish. 18 Five were unprotected by fences, hedges or wall. 19 Beasts at Muston could 
easily have broken down the weak fence adjoining the rector's farmyard. 20 The walls, 
fences or hedges of forty-seven required some repair, great or small. Quick fences, in 
Bickham's opinion, were always to be preferred so the dead hedge of Great Peatling was 
to be replaced by a quick one and the quick fences at Foston and Thurmaston completed. 21 

Four burial yards wanted new strong gates. 22 The drying posts in Shearsby chapelyard and, 
worse still, dunghills at St Nicholas, Leicester and at Twycross, together with piles of wood 
and dumped rubbish were eyesores and nuisances. 23 A garden encroaching upon the 
chapelyard of Countesthorpe was to be removed immediately. 24 At Kegworth the road 
between the cottages on the south side was to be stopped up; the gate at the south west 
corner of the churchyard of Ashby de la Zouch taken away, the breach walled up and a 
turnstile erected at the north-west. 25 

Injurious profusions of grass, nettles and even elder trees and shrubs on church walls, 
buttresses and in foundations most conspiciously told of neglect and indifference. Small 
trees grew on the tops of the towers of Tugby and Plungar and out of walls at Barkeston, 
Barwell and Lowesby. 26 Bickham ordered their complete eradication in twenty-five 
instances and the filling up of the crevices with good beaten mortar. 

Of more serious consequences were accumulated soil and rubbish lying too high against 
foundations. These, mostly the result of graves dug too near the fabric, prevented adequate 
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drainage and created a potent source of dampness. Bickham made thirty-nine orders for 
the removal of such heaps, usually adding that the ground was to be sunk as low as possible 
without disturbing the graves. Brickwork was to surround the fabrics of Bagworth, 
Mowsley and Willoughby Waterless and he noted that the newly built chapel of Huggles
cote was inadequately drained. 27 

It is difficult to ascertain the exact condition of individual fabrics and general statements 
must suffice. So, Bickham recorded that the nave and chancel of the chapel of Hoton were 
'in a very ruinous condition': no one living could remember when divine service had been 
performed there more than once a year. 28 The nave and chancel of Laughton demanded 
substantial repair. 29 But it was the fabric of a chancel rather than of a nave that was more 
likely to suffer a greater degree of neglect. By general custom the responsibility for its 
maintenance rested upon the impropriator. In view of the weakness of church courts a 
negligent impropriator could delay or even avoid his obligation. A chancel was only used 
on the rare occasions of the celebration of the Holy Communion, and, if needs be, 
dispensed with altogether. Those of Belton, Prestwold, Shackerstone, Stoke Golding and 
Thurnby required immediate attention and, if necessary, Kimcote's was to be rebuilt. 
Though seemingly in a sound state a strong spring of water issued from the east end of that 
of Whitwick. 30 Some thirty-two required reparation. 

Most liable to be fractured by subsidence, storm or tempest, were towers and spires, 
which if allowed to collapse, could wreak great havoc and imperil lives. So, the tower and 
steeple of Billesdon required substantial reconstruction; 31 thirteen others carefully 
examined by 'experienced workmen' 32 and the same number repaired. Bickham was at 
pains to point out that the proposed spire at Sharnford must be erected 'on a faculty' . 33 

Bickham climbed up on to roofs, leads and tiling. He found the roof of Sapcote so bad that 
he allowed the parish three years in which to restore it; 34 a score of others needed 
reparation. But as the coverings of only five aisles were to be made good, roofs, in general, 
were satisfactory. · 

Bickham also examined time pieces which in some parishes were luxuries. Kibworth 
Beauchamp's clock was to be put into working order, that ofWelham repaired, and its face, 
like the dials of Hathern and Swinford, newly painted. Bitteswell church clock would fulfill 
its purposes more adequately if fitted with a new dial plate. 35 Not only were parishioners 
labouring in fields and women drying clothes at home to have the correct time but also the 
exact wind direction, so Owston's weather cock was to be set straight. 

Structurally good as ancient ecclesiastical fabrics may be, some wall, buttress, or cornice 
would need attention, or cracks or fissures closed up. Yet the archdeacon only issued a score 
of orders in this respect. Some pointing was always to be done as on fifty edifices: at Seale 
it was wanting 'in many places'. 37 

Before leaving the survey of external fabric it should be remembered that porches, which 
protected the main entrances, could scarcely be neglected. Only a dozen required some 
repair and three interiors whitewashing. A porch, being no mere ornamentation had once 
served more than one purpose. Lattice gates to be affixed at Cossington's would not only 
exclude children and cattle but allow the main door to be opened for the airing of the 
church. 38 

With shivering congregations when winter winds blew through unheated buildings 
Bickham had the greatest sympathy. So, at Beeby he ordered five new doors, three for the 
nave and one for chancel and belfry, at Whatton and Arnesby three for the nave and one 
for the chancel. Twenty-seven fabrics were to have two replaced and fifty-seven one. 
Altogether one hundred and five doors required renewal or repairs. New doors were always 
to be preferred to patched up ones however well done. 39 
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Similarly, with windows which should let in light alone, but all too often discomforting 
draughts. In his own church Bickham significantly instructed the hanging of new curtains 
to the upper windows opposite the pulpit and reading desk. 40 Some windows in four 
churches were so dirty that light scarcely penetrated. 41 'Blind windows', in the chancel of 
Scraptoft were quite useless. The glass was to be removed and the spaces filled up with 
stone in accord with the rest of the fabric. 42 On the other hand, windows at the east end 
of half a dozen dark chancels were to be unstopped and glazed, 43 and in four naves to have 
new crown glass inserted. At Hugglescote, though the windows like the entire fabric were 
new, their ironwork should be painted to prevent rusting. 44 

Too much natural illumination could reveal heaps of unsightly rubbish and lime left by 
careless workmen who had scraped and whitewashed walls and which both minister and 
churchwardens had wilfully ignored. Sometimes Bickham described the heaps as 'filth'. 
There were profusions of it in Belton church. From thirty-four edifices they were to be 
removed at once. Village ploughs, associated with Plough Sunday, disfigured the interiors 
of Diseworth, Goad by and Mowsley. Remnants of the wooden spire taken down after 
suffering damage from lightning marred even the fair interior of Melton Mowbray 
church. 45 

Human agencies alone were not responsible for the filth and rubbish. It was essential to 
exclude birds at Norton near Twycross which fouled the communion rails and table and 
at Queniborough. At Aston Flamville, Wibtoft and Desford they got through defective 
tiling. At Long Clawson and Tugby pigeons building and harbouring brought in the 
obnoxious mess. 46 So Bickham enquired if each church or chapel possessed, at the least, 
a broom and ladder of sufficient length to reach the tops of walls and ceilings and remote 
corners to sweep away cobwebs, dirt and dust. Cossington was to obtain a long brush and 
a short ladder; Sysonby chapel a besom and long brush. 47 

It has been the practice since the Reformation to whitewash internal stonework, perhaps 
with the exception of pillars, whose bareness would relieve large areas of white. Unless a 
whole area was treated simultaneously it was almost an impossible task to obtain a 
consistent tone as consistency would not long remain on account of the percolation of damp 
intensified by the extremes of and heat and cold. Bickham was such an unrestrained 
enthusiast for whitewash that not only were the nave and chancel of Woodhouse chapel to 
receive a coating of it but the singing gallery also, should its painting prove too expensive. 
Though Twyford's chancel had just been handsomely rebuilt by its impropriator 
Shuckburgh Ashby, it was not to escape from a similar process. 48 In all the interior walls 
of more than half of the fabrics within the archdeaconry required the application of 
whitewash in some measure, either great or small. 

There was the same inexactitude in the conditions of floors and pavements, particularly 
those disturbed by intramural burials. Though Bickham distinguished between them, he 
gave no criteria of his differentia. Certainly by 'floor' he meant more than a mud surface, 
as he made a memorandum that the only one of its kind was that in Holwell chapel. Thus, 
he may well have implied a surface of beaten earth, and by 'pavement' a surface with hard 
materials, as bricks, tiles or wood. This suggested distinction may be supported by a further 
memorandum regarding Ashby Folville. 'There is an estate in the parish bound to provide 
Hay & Rushes to strew the floor of the church in winter though it is paved & the custom 
kept up'. It may be reasonably supposed that most floors within the chapel rails were 
paved. And by 'good condition' he clearly meant a plain entire and clean surface. The floors 
at Bark by; Edmonthorpe and Lockington were to be wholly remade and the chancel, nave 
and north aisle floor and pavements of Thrussington thoroughly repaired. 49 In well over 
a hundred fabrics the archdeacon found defective floor surfaces, whole or in part. 
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In respect to interiors, the fonts, because of their primary doctrinal importance may be 
considered first. These usually stood by the west door 'in order to signify our entrance into 
God's Church by baptism'. To ensure their permanance, bishops had insisted that they 
should be of stone. Their position at the west end of the nave was not the most convenient 
being invisible to the greater part of the congregation when the sacrament of baptism was 
performed at its appointed liturgical place at Matins or Evensong. 50 Bickham enjoined that 
they should be uncluttered by furniture, ordering the removal of those pews in Redmile 
church 'which incommodate the minister in the administration of baptism'. The condition 
of nearly half the fonts dissatisfied him. New ones were to be installed at Fleckney, 
Gumley, Kimcote and Newton Harcourt. Forty-one he regarded as suffering so much from 
the ravages of time that he ordered them to be scraped, cleaned and painted in 'an oil of 
stone colour'. No less than sixty-four were to have new and decent covers affixed and the 
covers of eleven mended or painted. At Burton Overy church the large cover was to be 
suspended from a pulley. 51 

Three items attested to a prevailing, and perhaps regrettable, tendency in this period. 
Bickham directed that the fonts at Walton on the Wolds, Asfordby and Cadeby, all 
requiring painting and new covers, should be fitted to basons or bowls. 52 This directive 
may have been a very wise one to prevent damage to their interiors but it was not then 
unusual for a bason like structure to displace a worn or cracked medieval font. This, cast 
out into the open, or sold, suffered further from exposure to the elements and often serving 
as a trough for horses. 5 3 Prestwold had 'a modern bason on a wreathed column'; 
Lutterworth a marble one supported by a pillar of similar material and that in Frolesworth 
church stood upon an iron stand. Such pieces were usually cheap; the 'font' at Hinckley 
had cost only three pounds, its marble bason, one guinea. 54 It might be argued that not 
only were basons far less expensive to install than fonts, but also that they accorded with 
the practice of sprinkling which had long superseded the primitive usage of immersion. 
They were far from being universally approved. The antiquarian, Samuel Carte, deplored 
the contempt into which the old fashioned font was falling. Basons, in his opinion, were 
'modern utensils ... ' 'Let a font be large and spacious enough to allow of an immersion of 
the infant', he expostulated with some heat on the subject. 55 There can be little doubt that 
Bickham was instrumental in preserving for future generations a number of ancient fonts 
within the archdeaconry. 

Next in liturgical importance among the fittings in naves were reading desks and pulpits. 
Generally these were either on opposite sides or on the same side and in a place from which 
the minister could best be heard. In most Leicestershire churches they lay opposite one 
another. At least that is the implication of Bickham's references to them, though in 
Lockington church the reading pew lay alongside the clerk's pew, with the pulpit behind. 56 

Bickham disapproved of a ' three decker', that is, a combination of pulpit, reading desk and 
clerk's desk, placed centrally, as in the newly built church of King's Norton. He ordered 
its removal, though he was tactful to say 'when convenient' and the service to be read from 
the pew in the south side of the chancel. 57 The appointed daily offices and the Litany were 
read from reading desks and in a few churches, also the Ante-Communion, though there 
were surprising exceptions. At the end of the seventeenth century both Theophilus 
Brookes, rector of Markfield, and his successor, Joseph Cradocke, prior to their institution 
had made a written promise to their patron, Theophilus, Earl of Huntingdon, that they 
would read the whole of the communion service at the altar, placed altar wise in the chancel, 
even when there was no sacrament. 'I will preach in my surplice' , they had both sworn, 
'and read the prayers at the Communion table after the Sermon' . 58 

Bickham insisted that these furnishings for the Ministry of the Word should be most 
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presentable and dignified. At Misterton, Newton Harcourt, Sapcote, Sheepy and 
Thrussington he ordered new pulpits and reading desks, 59 and for three of these also a new 
clerk's desk, 60 new pulpits in ten more and reading and clerk's desks in another four. 61 

The new pulpit at Thurcaston was to be 'large and decent', that is, having a ledge that 
would accommodate a folio Prayer Book or Bible. Repairs were to be carried out in thirty
nine instances either to the pulpit or reading desk, or both. He specially directed that the 
pulpit at Gilmorton church should be thoroughly washed with soap and water and painted 
in decent colours. 62 Nor did Bickham fail to examine sounding boards: two needed replace
ments, two repairing and one setting lower. 

It was then fashionable to spend liberally upon soft furnishings such as cushions and 
hangings for reading desks and pulpits of crimson, purple, blue and red; their colours 
brightened many a dull interior. So worn and faded were those of Asfordby that all were 
to be renewed. 63 Repairs to forty-six were ordered, which on the whole were satisfactory. 

The seating accommodation of parishioners was arranged so that it focused upon the 
pulpit and reading desk and in an order that represented the social status of its occupants, 
who were assessed for their church rates in proportion to the land they owned or rented 
in the parish. It began at the front of the nave with the well appointed pews for the wealthier 
sort and ended at the west with the wooden benches for the poor. Bickham distinguished 
between 'pews' and 'seats'. By the former it appeared that he meant square seats with high 
backs and sides and sometimes with curtains to protect the occupants from draughts. They 
were frequently furnished like small parlours. Pews were generally of the family or private 
type, attached to estates and houses within the parish, and regarded as freeholds to be sold 
or let out by churchwardens. By seats Bickham may have implied open ones, to which there 
were no exclusive rights. 64 The importance of proper and adequate seating can hardly be 
underestimated, and Bickham gave it the most scrupulous attention. It was indeed upon 
this item that he issued the greatest of directives; over one hundred and fifty for repairs, 
wholly or in part. All the seating in the naves of Asfordby, Aston Flamville, Blea by, Cosby, 
Countesthorpe, Enderby, Gilmorton, Little Peatling, Newton Harcourt, Redmile and 
Houghton was to be renewed or to be so thoroughly repaired as to amount to a repewing. 65 

Almost as much was to be effected in six others; 66 and in some degree in no less than sixty
two more. Bickham examined the flooring of the pews and seats with the minutest care, 
directing, for example, the mending of seats '8 and 3', in the church of Barrow on Soar. 

Anyone who dared to erect a pew without a faculty incurred his grave displeasure. He 
admonished the chapelwarden of Countesthorpe to produce written evidence for his 
authority in having put one in for his own use. 67 

In the chancel seating accommodation would be reserved for the families of the 
impropriator, lay or clerical, and sometimes, too, for their servants. Away from constant 
public view, it might escape public scrutiny but certainly not Bickham's, who advised 
Colonel Skeffington to repair his pew in Skeffington church, the incumbents of Dunton 
Bassett, Tugby and Seale to mend theirs and those of Sheepy and Stathern to take care that 
their servants were accommodated as befitted the house of God. 68 • But even before 
Bickham's inspection some churches, stirred to activity by reports of his firm exercises of 
authority, had repaired their seating. 69 

Those few decorations authorised either by the canons or recognised by custom, were 
intended to edify the parishioners and impress upon them their obligations as good 
churchmen and loyal citizens. The Royal Arms symbolised the two aspects of society, 
ecclesiastical and political, centred in the sovereign. They might be painted directly on the 
walls, wooden frames or canvas, or carved in wood or stone. At Wyversley they were to 
be erected in a more conspicious place. Around them would be inscribed sentences from 
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Scriptures, telling of that obedience due to the powers that be. Canon LXXXII of 1604 had 
enjoined the setting up of the table of the Decalogue or Ten Commandments at the eastern 
end of the chancel as to be most visible. These, with the tables of the Creed and Lord's 
Prayer, would remind worshippers of that faith, conduct and prayer necessary for the 
Christian profession. 70 In over ninety instances he issued orders where he had found them 
incomplete and in need of cleaning or repainting. 71 

Canon XCIX had enjoined that none should marry within the prohibited Degrees and 
a table of them publicly displayed at the charge of the parish. Bickham failed to find this 
table in 135 edificies, even in the recently built chapel at Hugglescote. Of the remainder 
ten were so faded or worn as to need replacement. 

There was another table which should have been publicly exhibited which, if he found, 
Bickham examined most carefully. It was that table of benefactions or charitable donations. 
Charitable bequests had always needed legal protection, so prone were parochial officers 
to misappropriate funds . 72 It was ever necessary to keep lists of the names of their donors, 
their values and use. There was no such list at all in fifty-six instances. That at Cosby was 
incomplete. At Hinckley Bickham failed to discover any record of the substantial bequest 
of £40 to be distributed to the poor on each Good Friday. 73 

Neo-Laudian practice had returned the Communion table to the east end of the chancel 
and enclosed it with rails. Communicants would have entered the chancel at the Offertory 
or Invitation, kneeling to receive the sacred elements at rails which extended from wall to 
wall. Over the table and completely enveloping it, would lie a carpet or cloth made of silk, 
velvet or satin. For the rare celebration of the Holy Communion a fair linen cloth was 
placed upon the table, and the paten, chalice, flagons and alms basin or dish set out. The 
communion vessels and consecrated elements were covered with a napkin. 74 

An inspection of communion tables and the vessels was much overdue. Finding many 
cases of sad want and neglect Bickham was obliged to initiate a most drastic reform. In the 
chapels ofWigston Parva and Wibtoft, where the Eucharist had not been celebrated within 
living memory, he ordered the provision of all that was necessary for it. In Holt chapel 
apparently only a chalice had survived to remind the parishioners that their ancestors had 
once been accustomed to receive the benefits of Christ's Body and Blood. For years, too, 
there had been no celebration of the Holy Communion in Stapleton chapel whose 
communion table, not set against the east end, had neither vessels nor linen. 75 It was 
Bickham's intention that proper provision for the celebration of the Holy Communion 
should be made in every useable chapel and not in the mother church alone. 

As for many parish churches, too, such as Ab Kettleby, Bruntingthorpe and 
Shackerstone, it would also be difficult to imagine that the Holy Communion was 
celebrated in them, so wanting were they in its requirements. 76 In sixty-five other instances 
he directed the repair or replacement of both tables and rails. In Normanton Chapel and 
Swinford Church the tables, too long, should be shortened to allow more room for the 
celebrant as he stood at that north end. In any event, small altars had been the rule in the 
early Church. 77 

The necessity for these instructions was evident at Long Clawson. There, the stone 
communion table, erected in 1738, was 'built', in the archdeacon's own words, 'like an 
altar raised high' . Schoolboys had used it as a desk. Never again was it to be treated with 
such indignity; it was to be thoroughly cleansed from all inkstains. 78 Within the rails the 
table in any edifice was to have rightful pride of place. So in ten instances parish chests, 
biers or benches were removed. No less searching was his overhaul of communion carpets, 
linen, vessels and utensils. 79 

One of Bickham's most stringent requirements was a complete inventory of all the 
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communion plate, the weight of its several pieces, together with the ciphers, and the dates 
of make or presentation. Thirty-two inventories were to be made and delivered to his court 
and as preservations against loss or unauthorised sale. Surprisingly little was defective as 
only in twenty instances were some of the vessels to be obtained or repaired. On the other 
hand he ordered the renewal of thirty-four alms dishes or basons. Bickham considered the 
burden of expense and permitted the replacements to be of pewter. 

Bickham pursued perfection in every detail. He so disliked an inscription on 
'Bracebridge's Tombstone', in St. Nicholas', Leicester, that he ordered its alteration. 
Everywhere he sought simplicity, decency, spaciousness. So a tomb was to be removed 
from the chancel of Church Langton, 80 and all the ragged and dusty matting at Little 
Peatling. 81 Whether nave or chancel, all and every part was sacrosanct in his eyes. 

Every officiating minister should be cleanly and decently attired, wearing a surplice 
provided and cleaned at the expense of the parish, and if he was a graduate the canonical 
hood of his degree. 82 These requirements were often ignored. Some ministers, when saying 
Morning and Evening Prayer and the Ante-Communion, wore only gown and bands. The 
minister of Hugglescote had neither surplice nor hood. In thirty-three churches and 
chapels, neither hood nor surplice were, in Bickham's opinion, fit to be worn and in 
fourteen he ordered new surplices; in twenty-one they were to be cleaned or renovated. It 
was the wearing of a hood that to far greater extent had fallen into disuetude, even in the 
parish churches of Leicester, and he ordered 'a new black hood' in 114 instances, once 
stipulating 'a proper MA hood' . Diseworth, for which both a new hood and surplice were 
required desired a new Bible rather than a hood on the grounds of expense and, as the 
former would be more spiritually edifying he acceded to the wish. 83 

For ministers' use in every church or chapel were to be a large Bible and Book of 
Common Prayer. Though not strictly required by canon law many had books for use at 
Holy Communion, burials, marriages and baptisms and also a Book of Common Prayer for 
the parish clerk's use. All these Bickham examined most searchingly. Market Bosworth: 
'Great Bible to be new bound, a new Prayer Book for the minister, the second best for the 
clerk, a new quarto one for the communion service' . some were very old and worn: Hoton's 
Prayer Book was a Black Letter one of 1662 and Little Stretton's printed too soon after 
the Restoration. 84 In some 139 instances all or some of these books were to be purchased 
or made good. If an old Prayer Book was in a fair condition then the parish clerk was to 
use it, but Bickham preferred him to have a new one. 

The Book of Homilies, having authority of royal injunction to be read publicly, was 
reminiscent of the far off times of disaffected and illiterate clergy and unlicensed 
preachers. 85 The clergy being now literate and orthodox, both politically and ecclesiastic
ally, were no longer required to obtain a preaching licence. Yet, Bickham still demanded 
its provision. Apart from thirty-seven parishes, they all possessed one. 

Canons of 1604 had confirmed the mediaeval practice of providing strong chests or 
coffers, fitted with locks and keys for the storage of plate, vestments, books and alms for 
the poor. 86 Within the archdeaconry all churches and chapels possessed them. Melton 
Mowbray had a separate chest for the custody of the communion vessels. Fourteen chests 
were to be renewed or repaired and some old ones sold and the proceeds given towards the 
purchase of new ones. 

From out of the chests Bickham took all register books, noting defects in the binding and 
leaves, and making of entries. Since 1538 it had been ordered that every minister should 
enter into a register book every wedding, christening and burial within his parish. Not until 
1598 had register books of parchment been enjoined. So many registers had been 
inaccurately and badly kept and so many hundreds of irregular marriages performed every 
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year that the legislature had constantly attempted to remedy the evils, of which Lord 
Hardwicke's famous Marriage Act of 1753 had been the most recent. This enacted that the 
records, both of the banns and marriages should be kept 'in proper books of vellum or good 
durable paper'. The parties to marriage were to sign the entries in the prescribed form, and 
the registers of the same decently kept and preserved for public use. The Hardwicke 
Marriage Registers consisted of bound volumes of printed forms. 87 Yet twenty years after 
the passing of the Act Bickham discovered much slackness as fifty-six parishes, including 
those of All Saints' and St Mary's in Leicester, had failed to obtain the statutory books for 
banns and marriages. Thirteen churches or chapels required new registers for burials and 
baptisms; in seven the old register books were to be rebound or loose leaves firmly fastened 
in. He noted that the marriage entries of Blaby were badly made and the minister of Little 
Pearling had not signed the banns register after publication, according to the statute. 88 

Though not canonically enjoined it had become the custom to provide a bier or hearse, 
together with a hearse cloth or pall, for use at burials. All the parishes, apart from Carlton 
Curlieu, possessed a bier or hearse, though in eight instances they either were unfit for use 
or in disrepair. Bickham also ordered the purchase of thirty new hearse cloths and the 
cleaning or renewing on six of the silk trimmings or crepe borders such as would make them 
decent and respectful coverings for the dead on their journey to the grave. 

Additional and distinct from the rest of the fabrics were belfries, and, far less in numbers, 
vestries. These structures best fulfilled their respective functions when sealed off from the 
nave or chancel and so reducing distractions and draughts to the mutual benefit of ringers 
and congregation. There was little Bickham found defective in them. He enjoined the 
complete closing up of nine belfries. 89 Eleven only needed repair to bell frames, and a 
dozen to bell wheels and bells, varying from recasting to the refixing of a clapper, or a 
renewal of ropes. Ten vestries required scraping, cleaning and whitewashing. At Broughton 
Astley the vestry, seemingly a makeshift, was to be taken away and the site made clean and 
decent. At Kimcote, where it was a lumber room, it was to revert to its original purpose, 
and at Kegworth its fireplace mended. 90 

Bickham exercised every effort to inculcate a sense of reverence for the house of God in 
accordance with Canon 88, though his policy may be criticised as being too severe and 
literal. This is well illustrated in his injunctions respecting schools still contained within 
some part of the edifices. Chancels and naves, at least, must no longer accommodate them. 
At Oadby all writing desks were to be removed for ever, from the long chancel. It has 
already been observed that schoolboys at Long Clawson had used the chancel and 
disfigured the altar table; here the door between the chancel and the vestry was to be 
locked, or, otherwise the vestry itself must no longer serve as the classroom. In Goad by, 
Marwood, Redmile and Eaton he ordered tersely, 'no school to be suffered any longer in 
the church'. If it was still necessary to accommodate a school then it was to be held as far 
away as possible from the east end, and, again, if at all possible, not in the vestry. But if 
a vestry had to serve as a schoolroom then it was to be put into a fit order, as at Waltham. 
All places whatsoever that had once been used for, or connected with a school, were to be 
so restored that no vestige of their former association remained. Thus, at Ashby Folville 
a doorway to the school was to be walled up, 'as it was antiently', and the place converted 
into a vestry. 91 Nichols, the historian, added that the west end of the south aisle, once used 
as a school, was separated by a wooden partition. 92 An aisle at Appleby Magna, 'said to 
belong to Bosworth school', needed substantial renovation. 93 At Sileby the proper 
schoolroom was to be cleaned and whitewashed. Nichols stated that this room, together 
with the belfry and vestry, had all formerly lain open. 94 

Nichols related that at Medbourne there existed no parallel north aisle but a small 
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transverse aisle entered into from the nave by a pointed arch which was a clerestory window 
then walled up. 

'It was evident from all appearances', he continued, 'that the aisle extended 
northwards and included all of a great partition wall. In this wall a door had allowed 
the master and scholars to attend prayers in church every Wednesday, Friday and 
Saint's Day, every day in Passion week, and in the week before Whitsunday at 11 in 
the forenoon'. 

In 1764 Mrs Sarah Moyse had bequeathed £800 for investment at three per cent in Consuls, 
for church school maintenance, a master's house, to which another £200 more of the same 
stock had been added. 95 The school had, however, continued to be held in the church until 
Bickham directed that in future it should be accommodated either in the master's house 
itself or in some other convenient place. He made similar directions at Asfordby. 96 

Bickham had lastly turned his attention to that very important possession of a benefice, 
the parsonage house and its outbuildings. The parsonage house was held to be the 
incumbent's house of residence. Whether he dwelt in it or not, by law, he was responsible 
for its maintenance and repair. 97 Bickham thoroughly inspected at least 123 houses, though 
these were not the total of those attached to the parishes. Included were the cottages at 
Thorpe Langton which 'belonged' to the rector and vicar, respectively and both needed 
repair. Although externally appearing to be in a sorry condition, he was unable to inspect 
the house at Tilton because of the illness of the curate. 98 For some reason he made no 
reference to the houses at Ashby de la Zouch, Kegworth, Loughborough, Market 
Bosworth, Market Harborough and St. Martin, Leicester. These may have called for no 
repairs, but sixteen years later the house at Kegworth was stated to be ruinous, 
necessitating rebuilding, as was that of Loughborough in 1799. 99 Bickham's silence about 
his own house is perhaps understandable. Both these benefices were in the gift of 
Cambridge colleges which were then applying for mortgages. 

Bickham's reference to parsonage houses provide a valuable survey, if somewhat 
incomplete, at a time when the provisions of the Clergy Residence Repair Acts of 1776 and 
1780, better known as the Gilbert Acts, were coming into effect. The object of these Acts 
was to facilitate obtaining mortgages on benefice incomes in order to encourage clergy to 
build upon their glebe or to rebuild entirely upon one of their benfices, and then to 
reside. 100 They were framed to take advantage of the increasing value of land resulting from 
the application of the improved farming techniques, the demands of growing urban 
populations for agricultural produce and remedying the efficiency of the Governors of 
Queen Anne's Bounty, who, as yet, had not made augmentations for the specific purpose 
of erecting parsonage houses. 101 

Bickham's judgement, as always, was high and exacting. Five of the houses inspected 
were 'in extremely good repair'. Dr Noel's at Kirby Mallory reflected the status and 
affluence of a dignitary who clearly cared for his possessions. The house at Narborough was 
'handsomely built and situated'; 102 at Cottesbach it was a credit to its incumbent especially 
as his income was only £68 p.a. 103 Two others in 'excellent repair' were the houses at 
Stathern and Willoughby Waterless'. 104 Twenty others were either 'in good disrepair', 105 

or 'in pretty good repair'. 106 

In this period the erection of new houses of residence and the making of improvements 
and additions to already existing ones are convincing proof of the increasing wealth of many 
benefices through enclosure awards and consequently of the rise of the clerical profession, 
notably of rectors, in their economic status and social rank. The rectors of Gumley and 
Thurleston had recently rebuilt. George Ashby of Hungerton and Twyford, with the 
chapelry of Thorpe, had found that after enclosure the value of his livings, which before 
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he had estimated to be worth only £60 p.a. had doubled, enabling him to build anew, and 
such favourable circumstances had also permitted the rector of Hathern to reconstruct the 
greater part of his house. 107 These operations were not confined to rectors alone: the vicar 
of Barrow upon Soar, had enlarged his house by the addition of two parlours with 
chambers; and the house at Whitwick was now 'good'. But an incumbent who was too 
ambitious might begin rebuilding and leave the task of completion to his successor after 
finding it beyond his means, as at Thrussington. Other houses being rebuilt at the time of 
Bickham's visitation were those at Hinckley and Bruntingthorpe. Increased income had 
enabled construction in modern taste and style. Bickham had noted that it was intended 
to pull down the rectory house at Asfordby, not on account of its disrepair, but because 
it was 'very old'. At Sileby, on the other hand, there had been no house of residence until 
1722, when the vicarage had been augmented by £200 from Queen Anne's Bounty. After
wards private contributions had made it possible to purchase a new one. 108 

Bickham described the houses at Diseworth and Lowesby as 'tolerable' and those at 
Carlton Curlieu, Great Glen, Norton and South Croxton as 'indifferent'. 

To nine only some slight repairs to the outhouses were required, like the thatching of 
a barn, stable or pigeon house, or even merely to a wall, fence or gate in a garden. 109 To 
another eight a 'few repairs' only were necessary, as at Aylestone where a post propped up 
a chamber floor. 110 Without always specifying items, Bickham ordered 'repairs' to twenty
four parsonage houses. 111 Four others were to be 'sufficiently' or 'decently' repaired. 112 

Nine in a worse state required 'good and substantial repair'. Of these was the house at 
Braunstone whose incumbent was non-resident; here the mending of washboards, floors 
and ceilings, the drawing in the garrets and thatching of outhouses was needed. 113 As the 
house at Rotherby, let into two tenements, was in such a poor state Bickham allowed the 
rector four years in which to put it into good shape. 114 The house of the late indefatigable, 
soaringly ambitious, idealistic and eccentric William Hanbury of Church Langton needed 
'good and substantial repair' . Those of Edmonthorpe and Long Clawson were 'poor', the 
latter was leaning out and 'should be secured'. 11 5 

Worse still were fourteen, which were either to be thoroughly repaired, or better still, 
rebuilt. At Seale it was 'very bad'. The rector, just before the Act of 1776, had formed an 
ingenious scheme for a better house without incurring the trouble and expense of 
rebuilding. Bickham related that: 

' ... the Rect has a faculty or leave from the Archdeacon's Court to take it down and 
build a new one on the Glebe. The reason for the delay is because the Rectr expects 
an Act of Parliament will soon be obtained for granting him Land in lieu of Tithes 
& he will them move for a clause to enable him to exchange the Manor house with 
some Land about it for the Rectory House & some glebe'. 

A faculty had been granted for the rebuilding of the house at Eastwell. At Seagrave there 
was no alternative but to rebuild according to the Act of 1776. Bickham considered that 
the rebuilding of the house at Kingston, again according to the same Act, would reduce 
the burden upon the present rector. The remaining houses in this category were at Aston 
Flamville, Cosby, Croxton Kerrial, Eaton, Harby, Leir, Saltby, Sproxton, Swinford and 
Waltham. That at Leir was rebuilt. 116 

Bickham described the houses at Cranoe and Barkston as 'in ruins' and 'ruinous ' , 
respectively, though the terms must be interpreted cautiously. The living of Cranoe being 
in sequestration and he presumed that the succeeding incumbent would recover sufficient 
dilapidations for its rebuilding. Without the help of the Repairs Acts little could be done 
at Barkston as the benefice was only £20 p.a. 11 7 

The plight of some of the worst houses was aggravated either by the non-residence of the 
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incumbents, who left them to decay, or to the wilful neglect of a resident incumbent, such 
as the notorious William Wragge of Frisby on the Wreak, who made a small fortune from 
the fees which he obtained by marrying runaway couples from any part of the country, 
without banns or licence. For his flagrant defiance of the law he had at last been brought 
to trial and sentenced to transportation for fourteen years, but had been allowed to banish 
himself. He had left his churches, no less than his house, in miserable condition. 118 

Bickham requested ministers or churchwardens to certify to the execution of his orders 
at his following ordinary visitations, sometimes stipulating that the certification should be 
witnessed under the hands of two or more substantial parishioners. At Kibworth 
Beauchamp it was stated that: 

'At Mich Visitn 1778 it was certified by Revd. Henry Bailey, clerk & Arthur 
Hesilrige, Esq., two of his Majesty's Justices of the Peace for the County of Leicester 
that the several repairs were executed in the manner as is particularly described in 
the certificate. 119 

Such statements were entered immediately below the memorandum of the respective 
parishes. Bickham had visited the church of Gilmorton on 28th May, 1778; and, although 
it required no substantial reparation, much was wanting internally. The execution of 'some 
of the orders' was to be certified at the several subsequent Easter Visitations and the 
remainder in 1780, but the orders were not completed until the visitation of 1784. 120 

Bickham sometimes hoped for too much. At Bruntingthorpe, which he had visited on 28th 
May, 1778, likewise much was also wanting both to church and parsonage house. He gave 
the parish one year in which to complete them. In the event all the orders were not executed 
as having been completed until Michaelmas 1787. 121 

A speedy and faithful execution of Bickham's orders depended largely upon the diligence 
and forcefulness of a minister. If he was a resident then obviously he could effect more than 
if he was a non-resident in a distant parish. Philip Racket of South Croxton repaired the 
steeple, 'by menaces and other influential means' . 122 Again it was necessary to raise the 
sum of money estimated for the repairs by a church rate, which, if large, was not always 
readily forthcoming. The main cause of delay often lay in a repewing as a commission had 
to be set up in order to allocate new seats according to the rank and status of their 
occupants. A faculty, too, had to be obtained, together with a plan agreed upon by the 
parishioners assembled in the vestry, before the work could begin. If the parsonage house 
was to be substantially repaired or rebuilt the time taken could extend to four or more years, 
as at Leir. 123 More often all repairs, apart from those of the chancel, would have been 
completed. The chancel repairs at Kirby Bellars were not certified as completed until eleven 
years after the rest had been made; at Market Bosworth it was eight years. There were also 
long delays at Aylestone, Edmondthorpe and Sproxton. Sometimes they might have been 
completed within the stipulated limit with the exception of a minor item, such as the railing 
in of the chancel at Packington, seven years later. At Saltby the Royal Arms were not set 
up until ten years afterwards. 124 In several parishes long delays were incurred in searching 
records to complete the list of benefactions, or in making an inventory of the communion 
plate. Not until every single item and order had been faithfully fulfilled would the 
archdeacon's court be satisfied. In a few cases Bickham's instructions had been fulfilled 
long before they were certified, such as at Hallaton. 125 

There was always the grave problem of finance. Kimcote had fulfilled all the orders 
within the specified two years, 'except the new font'. There, 'the Parishioners having put 
a decent cover to the present font, beg that it may remain as they have been at great expense 
in repairing the church'. 126 On the other hand, a small outlay could cover all the require
ments. Harleston had completed them within eighteen months and, as proof, had 
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submitted a copy of the bill of repair dated March, 1778, which was pinned in the visitation 
book: 

'the Masons Bill for repairing the said church 
with stone and lime 4- 1-6 
Do for the Carpenter 12-18-0 
Blacksmith 16-4 
For new books 4-14-0 ' 12 7 

Bickham's visitation had led to a considerable increase in the business of his court for 
faculties. Some of the work effected may now be considered. 

Two edifices were entirely rebuilt, the chapel of Hugglescote in 1776, and the parish 
church of Stapleford, in 1783. Each reflected the peculiar circumstances of reconstruction. 
The parishioners of Hugglescote, a growing village, in need of a usable and convenient 
place of worship had employed materials from the old and inconvenient chapel of 
Donington-on-the-Heath. Unpretentious, it had satisfied the taste of Nichols, who 
commended its neat pewing. 128 The new edifice at Stapleford, built by Brown of Derby, 
in free stone, on the other hand, was not strictly necessary, owing its erection, to the 
munificence of Robert, Earl of Harborough, who indulged in 'an essay on mediaevalism', 
in 'Strawberry Hill Gothic'. 129 Its outstanding features were its oblong nave, its minute 
pinnacle, and above all, its reredos, which was a carved stone table, the ascent to it being 
first from the nave to the chancel by three steps and then by three more. Nichols related 
that the altar 'is beautifully formed of marble, with borders of black, statutary and dove 
colour. In the centre is a neat tablet, with the emblem of Hope and Eternity; an anchor 
suspended on an encircled serpent, and at the top an handsome urn' . The whole fabric was 
elegant, and handsomely pewed in oak, and had six bells with chimes. 130 To Throsby, it 
was 'charming', and gave 'much pleasure', though the substitution for a font of a marble 
bason raised on a pillar, which, when wanted, screwed into the floor, was undignified and 
generally with the rest out of keeping. 131 

Some alterations, especially to chancels, were not to the archdeacon's liking. Indeed 
Bickham took every measure to examine plans which concerned contractions. When it was 
proposed to reduce the chancel of Shenton on the grounds that the parishioners could not 
afford to rebuild to the original scale, he consulted his bishop, John Green, who consented 
to the proposal but only 'provided there be room for the communicants in the chancel as 
well as for the parishioners at large in the new church'. 132 This reply expressed clearly the 
practice that had obtained in the Reformed Church, and one whch the bishop obviously 
hoped would deter the parishioners from eliminating the chancel altogether, or of building 
an unworthy one. Precautions against wilful mutilations and cheap and shoddy rebuilding 
were, indeed, necessary. The 'much decayed' chancel of Thurnby was pulled down by 
faculty. 122 Nichols observed that 'the chancel and altar or rather the substitutes for them 
are now at the east end of the south aisle'. 134 The blame for mutilations in this period 
cannot be altogether laid upon rectors and parishioners whose main concern was economy 
and rests partly upon those. who aided and abetted them. In one instance, at least, Philip 
Hacker, a proctor in the archdeacon's court, had acted very arbitrarily, wilfully ignoring 
his superior, who, unlike many of his predecessors and contemporaries, was no distant and 
passive figurehead. Without Bickham's knowledge a faculty was granted for a scheme of 
mean reparation at Laughton and, justly incensed, Bickham admonished the presumptious 
and irresponsible official. 'Be for the future', he wrote to him tersely, 'to consult me upon 
every application to alter the size or form of the churches'. 135 On the other hand, the 
restored and contracted chancel of Sheepy Magna was, in Nichols' opinion, 'neat' . Nichols 
lamented not the manner in which the restorations were made, nor the large aisle added 
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in place of the north and south aisles, 136 nor the new pulpit and reading desk in imitation 
mahogany, and the thirty-two pews of deal painted in imitation oak, but the ejection of the 
old octagonal font, left to perish in the churchyard, the removal of every vestige of the old 
furniture and the complete absence of stained glass. 137 The parishioners of Sharnford had 
made a commendable effort with the sparse funds at their disposal. 138 At Thurlaston the 
partly rebuilt nave and the three large windows, inserted into the new south wall, after the 
removal of the south aisle had made the · church, already 'in good repair', very bright. 134 

Nichols levelled no adverse criticism against either the taking away of the north aisle at 
Shackerstone or the rebuilding of the south aisle, 140 or against the contracted chancel at 
Twyford, whose impropriator, Shuck burgh Ashby, had built at his own expense, providing 
at the same time a new altar piece. 141 Nor did Nichols regard the repairs to the east end of 
the chapel of Mount Sorrell, effected by the generosity of Sir John Danvers, with 
disfavour. 142 On the whole the reparations were of a superior quality and taste when the 
charges had been borne by local benefactors, and not by the parishioners themselves from 
the scanty proceeds of church rates. 

There were notable attempts at restorations which did not involve rebuilding and 
refurnishings. Thoroughly restored in 1779, Sapcote church was entirely re-roofed with 
timber and lead, and provided with a new pulpit and reading desk. 143 The church at 
Kimcote and the chapel of Mowsley were both neatly repewed and refloored. 144 Some 
individual items of renovations were costly. Whetstone chapel a small fabric, which Nichols 
commended as being very clean, was repewed handsomely for £136 16s Od; 145 and 
Kibworth Beauchamp refloored for £80. 146 Extensive interior renovations were effected at 
Aston Flamville, 147 Gilmorton, 148 Leir, 149 Long Whatton, 150 Narborough 151 and 
Syston. 152 Again some local benefactors were eager to help their churches or chapels to 
comply with the archdeacon's instructions. Lord Willoughby de Brooke's generosity 
enabled the parishioners of Kimcote to make an extensive and commendable repewing. 
Two incumbents ofNarborough, William Pares and Edward Heathcote, respectively, gave 
a new altar piece and a Bible and Prayer Book, worth £8 8s Od. 153 To Stoney Stanton, Caleb 
Lowdham, the rector, presented a new reading desk and pulpit. 154 The chapel at 
Woodhouse received a silver flagon and a handsome velvet cushion and valance. 155 

Some of the attempts to set up the Royal Arms and the tables of the Ten Commandments, 
the Creed and the Lord's Prayer are worthy of notice, for when they were well executed 
and situated they added a dignity, colour and brightness to otherwise barely decorated 
churches. In Tur Langton chapel the King's Arms, painted upon a board, were placed over 
the communion table, and the Ten Commandments written in blue on gilt frames, set up 
on each side of the chancel window. 156 In Hinckley church the Lord's Prayer, the Creed, 
and the Ten Commandments were painted over the entrance into the chancel, and an 
unusual and unexpected feature was a painting of the Virgin Mary which ornamented the 
altar. 157 In Tilton church a fine painting of the Decalogue in gold letters was placed over 
the screen above the Royal Arms. The whole piece, painted brown, was, in Nichols' words, 
'extremely well executed for a country church, being the work of a farmer in the 
locality'. 158 Above a wooden screen of open Gothic work in Stanton Wyville church were 
painted the Decalogue, the Lord's prayer and the Royal Arms. 159 Not all the local 
craftsmen called in, however, were skilled artists: a crude amateur had been at work in 
Shanckton church, as the Royal Arms, also erected above a wood screen, were 'wretchedly 
daubed'. 160 Within his own church Bickham made drastic changes in these 
ornamentations: anything not strictly within the purview of the canons he eliminated. In 
November 1775, the Royal Arms were freshly painted and finished and the figures of 
Moses, Aaron and Time and the Huntingdon Arms washed out. The tables of the Lord's 
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Prayer and Ten Commandment's written in 'golden letters' above the altar adorned the 
newly whitewashed church. 161 

Some valiant reparations were at first insufficient as long years of neglect were demanding 
their price. The parishioners of Nether Seale had 'beautified' their church in 1776 162 but 
in 1784 had been obliged to resort to a brief. The money expended would have been more 
wisely applied to the fabric as the brief related that though the parishioners had raised 'large 
sums', the north side and east end were bulging and decayed and props supported some 
thoroughly rotten main beams. There was no remedy except that of rebuilding a large part 
of the fabric at a cost of £1,150. 163 

Bickham lived long enough for the provisions of the Gilberts Acts to begin to operate as 
papers respecting two benefices relate. 

The first is a copy of an indenture for Seagrave, dated 16th March 1780, made between 
the rector and the patron, the President and Fellows of the College of St. Margaret and St. 
Bernard, commonly known as Queen's College. The rector was permitted to borrow £300 
for the purpose of rebuilding his house, and the college, being a body corporate, possessing 
ecclesiastical patronage, was, within the provisions of the act, able to advance the said sum, 
without interest, upon a mortgage of the glebe, tithes and rents of the benefice for a period 
of twenty-five years. The nominee of the Ordinary and incumbent was John Davys, 
gentleman, of Loughborough. Of particular interest is the clause penalising non-residence: 
should Thomas Thwaites, the incumbent be non-resident for a period, then he was to pay 
'ten pounds per cent per annum of the principal', that being twice the sum he would be 
required to pay were he resident. 164 

The papers relating to the vicarage house at Barkby are fuller and more informative. John 
Lewin, 'a skilful and experienced workman' , had estimated the cost of reparation, taking 
into account the value of timber; and the vicar, Henry Woodstock, was to borrow 
£233 8s 6d at interest: 

'it being the estimate of the expenses after deducting the money received by him for 
delapidations from the executrix of the last incumbent and the value of the timber 
and other materials fit to be employed in such buildings and repairs and which 
appears to us from the said account a Sum not exceeding two years neat Income and 
Produce of the said Living which money is to be paid to Jeremiah Tupman and Mary 
Pochin', 

these being the bondsmen or guarantors for the sum of £466. 
Two neighbouring clergymen, who had surveyed the premises, had reported they 'have 

by wilful neglect been suffered to go to decay and have sustained great damage by want 
of common ordinary repair'. 

Valuable information may be found among the papers in respect of benefice incomes. The 
profits of Barkby vicarage were: 

'Lands Rented by John Peck & Jeremiah Tupman 
clear of all charges whatsoever 

House, Garden Orchards and Land in hand 
exclusive of all Taxes and Levies 

The Churchyard 
Tithes of ancient enclosures 
Tithes from Hamilton Lordship 
An Annual Payment from Thurmaston 
Mortuaries and stlrplice fees 

£102 0 0 

£1 4 9 

10 0 
12 0 8 
2 0 0 
4 10 0 
2 10 0 

126 3 S 
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